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Be introduced to a new anti-hero. Meade Breeze lives on the far outskirts of society with no visible

means of support. He survives on his wits and a meager income derived from selling home-grown

dope to suburban housewives and home-brewed rum to bums in the park. Heâ€™s also on the run

from his past misdeeds. He fears it will all catch up with him someday, so he stays on the move

aboard his classic trawler. Explore the Gulf Coast Islands, Florida Keys, and the Bahamas with

Breeze, but keep one eye over your shoulder.  His mission to return his dead wifeâ€™s ashes to

their special place seems hopeless. Heâ€™s going nowhere fast until a chance encounter with a

lover from his past changes his luck . . . or does it?
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He had me at Trawler Trash. When I dove into this book, I didn't know what to expect. Within

minutes, Robinson ignited memories of places I'd nearly forgotten about. I love reading books about

places I know, written by an author that's been there and done that. I've no doubt Robinson and I

crossed wakes more than once and probably bumped elbows at Dockside once or twice.Trawler



Trash is a first rate novel about living, no make that surviving life afloat as told by someone who has

done it. Full of heady descriptions of the southwest coast of Florida, the Keys, the Bahamas, Out

Islands, all the way down to the British Virgin Islands, every description spot on. I highly recommend

this sea story to anyone from those that have visited El Caribe, to the seasoned waterman.

I have read all of the books that Ed has written. This is a good if not very good read. I once heard

the saying that you should write what you know about. Ed has done that. The story line is good, the

character development is good and the settings are of interest. I would recommend this book to

anyone that enjoys boating in Southwest Florida, the Keys, the Bahamas and points farther

south.Nice work Ed, I am looking forward to your next effort!

Meade Breeze is a complex character. Tragedy knocks him off his feet, and luck kicks him in the

teeth. A rainbow seems just beyond his reach as he spirals down. Though he makes some

mistakes, I could see the good inside and wanted him to find the path back. This book has lots of

action and suspense, and there are some good twists I didnâ€™t expect. Author Robinson is a

master of the nautical narrative. He places the reader right there in the marinas, in the mosquito

infested coves, and onto the white sandy beaches, all with a cold drink in hand. I loved it.

Read the day it was released knowing Ed's writing style having read his other three great books.

From the first chapter Trawler Trash grabbed my hand and stuck it smack dab on the rum bottle

forcing a second read! Cruising on Ed's pen is a Trip,,,_/),,,TTTrip go for the ride,,,bet you enjoy ;)

This first novel by Ed Robinson was a very fun and captivating read. While the character of Breeze

may be similar in some respects to Travis McGee he is much more casual and carefree about his

life as a "boat bum". I have already finished "Following Breeze" (the 2nd book) and anticipate more

"fun" in "Free Breeze".I first heard about "Leap Of Faith" from Ryan Stone's "Leavin' The Grind

Behind" then by RumTherapy.com. I actually ended up reading "Poop, Booze and Bikinis" first then

LOF. After that knew I had to read the "Breeze" series. If you're thinking of "chucking it all" or just

want to do it vicariously read all of Ed Robison's books.

Ed, you have outdone yourself a hundred fold. This book is absolutely great. I bought it this morning

on Kindle as soon as it was available and spent the entire day reading it cover to cover. I fell in love

with the characters and felt as though I was living their lives. I laughed out loud, I even shed a



couple of tears...all while reading this on my office computer at work. I have already recommended it

to several people. Please keep up the great work. Thank you.

This is the third Ed Robinson book that I have read, beginning with LOF. I was very entertained by

this book. Partly because I have spent some time in the area where the story takes place and I

really identify with Ed's type of humor. I also started listening to Jim Morris upon a suggestion from

the first book and was delighted to find references to many songs within "Trawler Trash". I would

suggest listening to a few albums before reading for an enhanced experience. I just ordered the

next book and can't wait until it gets here. I wasn't planning on reading this one in 3 days, but I just

couldn't put it down and it's an easy read.

On Wayne Stinnet's suggestion, I tried Ed Robinson's, Trawler Trash....And really enjoyed

Confessions of a Boat Bum. I am really wondering how Breeze will fix all his legal problems. I hope

he will not do serious prison time.Will be looking for his next books. Thanks, Amarillo Turtle
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